1...FIELD INTERVIEW PACIFIC HOUSE 091607
Officer responded to a report of two female subjects going through the dumpster. Subjects were interviewed and revoked from campus.

2...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL LOT 4 091607
Officer conducted a traffic stop and learned the driver’s license was suspended. Driver was cited and released.

3...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL PACIFIC & ALPINE 091607
Officer conducted a traffic stop and learned the driver’s license was suspended. Driver was cited and released.

4...TOW PERSHING & BROOKSIDE 091707
Officers located an unoccupied vehicle left in the middle of the roadway. Officers requested a tow. Vehicle towed.

5...THEFT TOWNHOUSE C 091707
Victim reported his bicycle was stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

6...VEHICLE ACCIDENT PERSHING & ALPINE 091707
Officers and medics responded to assist a bicyclist who was hit by a vehicle. Victim refused medical and officers transported the victim to his residence.

7...CASUALTY KNOLES LAWN 091707
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject with a leg injury. Subject was transported via ambulance.

8...WARRANT PERSHING & CHURCHILL 091707
Officer conducted a vehicle stop for a traffic violation and learned the driver had three outstanding misdemeanor warrants. Driver was arrested and transported the county jail.

9...AUTO BURGLARY LOT 7 091707
Victim reported his vehicle burglarized. Officer responded and initiated a report.

10...DUI ARREST PACIFIC & NORTHBANK 091807
Officer conducted a traffic stop and determined the subject was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the subject at 1:01 AM. Subject was transported to the county jail.
11...DUI ARREST   ALPINE & KENSINGTON   091807
Officer conducted a traffic stop and determined the subject was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the subject at 1:42 AM. Subject was transported to the county jail.

12...TRAFFIC ACCIDENT   SCHOOL OF EDUCATION   091807
Staff reported a truck backed into a light pole outside of the construction area. Officer responded and initiated a consolidated a report on the accident.

13...MOTOR VEH RECOVERY   LOT 7   091807
Victim who reported his vehicle stolen on 9/15 to SPD called to report his vehicle was not stolen, just moved by friends to a new location.

14...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL   PACIFIC AVE   091807
Officer conducted a traffic stop and learned the driver did not have a valid license. Driver was cited and released.

15...ALCOHOL INTOXICATION   CASA WERNER   091807
Officers responded to a report of an intoxicated female. Subject was released to the custody of her mother. Subject was not a student.

16...VANDALISM   PACIFIC ATHLETIC CTR   091907
Officer reported hearing a door shut in the building and found a picture knocked down and vandalized. As the officers were checking the building, they heard a door close at the other end. Officers were unable to locate the responsible. A report was initiated by the officer.

17...THEFT   LOT 1   091907
Victim reported her catalytic converter stolen from her vehicle. Officer responded and initiated a report.

18...AID PERSON   MENDOCINO AVE   091907
Victim came to DPS to report he was struck by a vehicle while riding his bicycle. Medics responded and victim refused medical. A report of the incident was initiated.

19...WARRANT ARREST   PACIFIC AVE   091907
Officers contacted three male subjects on the south side of the levee. Subject was arrested for four outstanding misdemeanor warrants at 10:52 PM and transported to the county jail.

20...THEFT   LOT 1   092007
Officers located a second vehicle with the catalytic converter missing from the vehicle.

21...WARRANT ARREST   WOODBRIDGE   092007
Officers responded to an Ephone activation and located a male subject in the area. Subject was interviewed and released.

22...FORGERY DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 092007
Victim came to DPS to report someone made unauthorized charges on her credit card. Officer initiated a report of the incident.

23...CASUALTY HEALTH SCIENCE 092107
Staff reported a female subject having a seizure. Officers and medics responded and subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

24...CASUALTY COWELL WELLNESS 092107
Wellness staff requested a transport to the local hospital for a female subject. Subject was transported for treatment.

25...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT COMMUNICATION 092107
Subject requested to meet with an officer regarding threatening phone calls. Officer contacted all parties involved.

26...THEFT GRACE COVELL 092107
Staff reported one of the employees purse was stolen from the Bon Appetit Office. Officer responded and initiated.

27...ALCOHOL ARREST BROOKSIDE HALL 092207
Officers responded to a report of a possible fight. One subject was arrested at 1:57 AM for public intoxication and transported to the county jail.

28...WARRANT ARREST LOT 1 092207
Officer conducted a vehicle stop for a traffic violation and learned the driver had two outstanding misdemeanor warrants, no valid driver’s license and an expired registration. Driver was arrested at 6:52 PM and transported the county jail.

29...ATTEMPT BURGLARY LOT 3 092207
Staff reported a male subject in the kitchen area who dropped something when the staff member walked in on him. Officers responded were unable to locate the subject.

30...ALCOHOL ARREST PERSHING AVE 092207
Officers responded to a male and female walking down Pershing with no shirts on. Both subjects were contacted and arrested at 11:42 PM for public intoxication.